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Abstract: From the beginning of his research, the Belgian physicist Diederik Aerts has shown great creativity in
inventing a number of concrete machine-models that have played an important role in the development of
general mathematical and conceptual formalisms for the description of the physical reality. These models
can also be used to demystify much of the strangeness in the behavior of quantum entities, by allowing to
have a peek at what’s going on behind the “quantum scenes,” during a measurement. In this author’s view,
the importance of these machine-models, and of the approaches they have originated, have been so far
seriously underappreciated by the physics community, despite their success in clarifying many challenges
of quantum physics. To fill this gap, and encourage a greater number of researchers to take cognizance
of the important work of so-called Geneva-Brussels school, we describe and analyze in this paper two of
Aerts’ historical machine-models, whose operations are based on simple breakable elastic bands. The first
one, called the spin quantum-machine, is able to replicate the quantum probabilities associated with the
spin measurement of a spin-1/2 entity. The second one, called the connected vessels of water model (of
which we shall present here an alternative version based on elastics) is able to violate Bell’s inequality, as
coincidence measurements on entangled states can do.
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1. Introduction

As is well known, Albert Einstein was convinced that Goddoesn’t play dice with the universe. To that, Niels Bohrused to reply to stop telling God what s/he has to do withher/his dice. John. G. Cramer, in more recent times, added
∗E-mail: autoricerca@gmail.com

to this the following [1]: “If ‘God plays dice,’ as Einstein(1932) has declined to believe, one would at least like aglimpse of the gaming apparatus that is in use.”
Having a glimpse of the apparatus means to understandthe nature of the game that is played behind the quan-tum scenes, and this in turn means to understand quan-
tum mechanics, something which most physicists believeis a hopeless goal, in accordance with Richard Feynman
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celebrated admonition [2]: “[...] that nobody understandsquantum mechanics.”But what does it mean to understand quantum mechanics?And, more generally, what does it mean to understandsomething in science? Different (more or less sophisti-cated) answers are of course possible, depending on theperspective which is adopted. But the majority of scien-tists will certainly agree that, roughly speaking, to un-derstand in science means to build a theory with a suf-ficient explanatory power, which can suitably elucidatethe observed phenomena and make confirmable predic-tions. Then, why quantum mechanics, which today hasreached the level of a fully mathematized theory, andwhose predictions have been confirmed experimentally toan extremely high degree of accuracy, is still considereda theory that nobody really understand, as Feynman usedto proclaim?Again, the answer to this question will vary depending onthe physicist that respond, but the majority will certainlysay that although quantum theory describes and predictswith accuracy the behavior of quantum entities, the prob-lem is that their behavior has nothing to do with that ofclassical macroscopic entities of our everyday experience.Therefore, we simply lack of concrete models that wouldallow us to visualize a quantum entity and understand,by analogy, its behavior, since we humans can only visu-alize models made of concrete objects, belonging to ourordinary spacetime theatre.This is probably one of the reasons why Bohr’s atomicmodel, despite being totally obsolete, is sometimes stilltaught today as an introduction to quantum mechanics, asit has the merit of being somehow still viewable by thestudents, who have then the impression of understandingwhat’s going on. But of course, Bohr’s atomic model isalready a “crazy” one, and Bohr himself was accustomedto say that the real question was to determine whether itwas crazy enough to have a chance of being right!As we today all know, quantum theory, despite its weird-ness, has certainly being confirmed to be right. But theprice we have paid for this is, apparently, to renounce thepossibility of understanding it. Indeed, what kind of modelcan we conceive today that would allow us to understandatoms without invoking magic images? (Like the one of anelevator which, in the case of Bohr’s model, would be ableto bring an electron to different floors, i.e., orbits, withoutever sojourning in between of them).To quote Heisenberg [3]: “The atom of modern physics canonly be symbolized by a partial differential equation inan abstract multidimensional space. Only the experimentof an observer forces the atom to indicate a position, acolor and a quantity of heat. All the qualities of the atomof modern physics are derived, it has no immediate and

direct physical properties at all, i.e. every type of visualconception we might wish to design is, eo ipso, faulty.”The same of course can be said about the constituents ofthe atomic structures, the so-called elementary particles,which in fact do not behave as particles, and can certainlynot be understood (i.e., visualized) as little tiny corpus-cles moving around in the three-dimensional Euclideanspace [4, 5]. So, how should we understand the reality ofthe microscopic quantum entities? And, more importantly,can we understand it? The majority of physicists believethat such an understanding is simply impossible, and thisbecause we lack of simple models (apart from the abstractmodel of the mathematical theory) that would guide ourintuition and allow us to understand the reasons for theobserved quantum weirdness. But, is all this true? Do wereally lack of simple concrete models that can help us tounderstand the behavior of elementary quantum entities?In fact, and contrary to what is usually believed, thesemodels exist, since many years now, and can certainly beused to convincingly illustrate some of the strange behav-iors of quantum entities, as they interact with the experi-mental contexts. They have been invented by the Belgianphysicist Diederik Aerts, one of the founders of so-called
Geneva-Brussels school on the foundations of physics,and according to the present author their importance havebeen seriously underappreciated by the physics commu-nity, despite the role they have played in clarifying manyof the conceptual challenges of quantum physics, and infacilitating the development of more advanced conceptualand mathematical formalisms that go beyond the quantum(Hilbertian) and classical (phase space) descriptions.Also, apart their interest in sponsoring new innovative ap-proaches to understand the complexity of our reality – likefor instance the hidden-measurement approach [6–9] and
creation-discovery view [6, 7, 10] – these models can beadvantageously used to reveal what could be a possiblephysical content of the theory, beyond its rather abstractand counterintuitive formalism.In this paper we shall present two of Aerts’ historicalquantum machine-models 1, whose operations are basedon simple breakable elastic bands. The first one is called
1 The term “quantum machine” might evoke in some read-ers the famous quantum machine of O’Connell [12], whoselogic is however very different from that of quantum ma-chines invented by Aerts. Indeed, Aerts’ quantum ma-chines are conventional objects, whose quantum behavioris not a consequence of their internal coherence, but ofthe structure of the possibilities of actively experimentingwith them, as a consequence of the peculiarities of thechosen experimental protocols.
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the spin quantum machine, or sphere model [10, 11], andcan easily replicate the quantum probabilities associatedwith the spin measurement of a spin-1/2 entity, for in-stance in a typical Stern-Gerlach experiment. The modelallows to understand what possibly distinguish quantumfrom classical probabilities: if the latter correspond to asituation of lack of knowledge about the state of the sys-tem, the former may correspond to situations where thereis full knowledge of the state of the entity, but maximumlack of knowledge about the interaction between the mea-surement apparatus and the entity.The second machine-model that we shall describe is calledthe connected vessels of water model [13, 14, 23]. As itsname indicates, the original model is constructed usingvessels, tubes and water. However, we shall present herean alternative version of it, only using an elastic band,in accordance with the title of the present paper. Themodel is able to violate Bell’s inequalities, as coincidencemeasurements on entangled states can do, and since ev-erything in it happens under our eyes, part of the mys-tery of so-called “spooky actions at a distance” (i.e., EPRnon-local correlations) will be revealed, and therefore ex-plained: Bell’s inequalities (and corresponding Bell’s lo-cality hypothesis) can only be violated when, during acoincidence experiment, correlations that weren’t presentbefore the experiment are literally created by and duringthe experiment itself.
2. The spin quantum-machine
model
2.1. The spin-1/2 quantum entity
Before describing Aerts’ spin quantum-machine (SQM),let us recall some of the basic properties of a spin-1/2quantum entity. Its state |ψ〉 belongs to a 2-dimensionalHilbert space H = C2, and can always be represented asa superposition of “up” and “down” spin states, relative toan a priori given direction ẑ:

|ψ〉 = α|+〉ẑ + β|−〉ẑ , (1)
where α and β are complex numbers obeying the normal-ization condition |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.If we denote by ~S = (Sx̂ , Sŷ, Sẑ) the spin vector observ-able, its components are known to obey the commutationrelation [Sx̂ , Sŷ] = i~Sẑ , and the equations:

Sẑ |±〉ẑ = ±~2 |±〉ẑ , (2)
Sx̂ |±〉ẑ = ~2 |∓〉ẑ , Sŷ|±〉ẑ = ±i~2 |∓〉ẑ . (3)

Because of the normalization condition, one can alwayswrite (apart from a global phase factor with no physicalmeaning) α = cos θ2 exp−i φ2 and β = sin θ2 exp i φ2 , so thatif θ and φ are taken to be the polar angles of a unitvector v̂ , then to each state vector |ψ〉 one can associate,bijectively, a unit vector v̂ , which can be written as v̂ =(1, θ, φ) in polar coordinates, or as
v̂ = (sinθ cosφ, sinθ sinφ, cosθ)= (2<α∗β, 2=α∗β, |α|2 − |β|2) (4)

in Cartesian coordinates.According to the above one-to-one Pauli mapping, all spinstates can be visualized as points on a 3-dimensional unitsphere, indexed by a specific unit vector (this is also knownas a Poincaré sphere representation; see for instance thediscussion in [38], pp. 26–28). More precisely, if |ψ〉 isgiven by (1), and v̂ is given by (4), then we have |ψ〉 ∝ |+〉v̂(where the symbol “∝” means here “equals, up to a nonzero overall phase factor”), and clearly |+〉−v̂ = |−〉v̂ .To each unit vector û (i.e., to each point on the unitsphere), one can associate the projection operator
Pû = |+〉û û〈+| (5)

onto the set of states having spin “up” along direction
û. Therefore, according to Born rule, the probability thata spin measurement along direction û gives the outcome“up” (i.e., value ~/2), when the system is prepared in state
|+〉v̂ , is given by:

P(v̂ → û) = v̂ 〈+|Pû|+〉v̂ = | û〈+|+〉v̂ |2. (6)
To calculate this probability, one can reason as follows:if γ = arccos (û · v̂ ) is the angle between v̂ and û, i.e., theangle that one needs to rotate v̂ , along direction n̂ = v̂×û,to reach û, and if we denote by Rn̂(γ) = exp(−iγSn̂/~) thecorresponding rotation operator, with Sn̂ = ~S · n̂, we have
|+〉v̂ ∝ Rn̂(γ)|+〉û.Then, exploiting the remarkable properties of the exponen-tial function and of the spin 2× 2 matrices (see any goodbook of quantum mechanics), it is not difficult to show thatthe rotation operator Rn̂(γ) can be written in the simpleform:

Rn̂(γ) = (cos γ2) I− i
(2
~

sin γ2
)
Sn̂. (7)

Therefore, considering that the unit vector n̂ is orthogonalto û, according to (3) we have û〈+|Sn̂|+〉û = 0, and oneimmediately finds that:
P(v̂ → û) = cos2 γ2 , (8)
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and of course, since Pû + P−û = I, we also have
P(v̂ → −û) = sin2 γ2 . (9)

As is well known, orthodox quantum mechanics doesn’t ex-plain the reason of probabilities (8) and (9), i.e., where theindeterminism they subtend comes from and how the sys-tem is able to actualize outcomes that are only potentialprior to the measurement. Of course, what is lacking inthe above description, and more generally in the axiomaticformulation of orthodox quantum mechanics, is the mea-suring apparatus, i.e., a description of how the apparatusprecisely interacts with the system during an idealizedmeasurement.In the case of a spin measurement, the apparatus is forinstance the one used in a typical Stern-Gerlach exper-iment, made of a magnetic field with a strong gradient(exerting a torque on the magnetic moment of the quan-tum entity), plus a detection screen used to reveal whichbeam deflection (upward or downward) has been actual-ized. Unfortunately, a direct observation of what exactlyhappens “behind the scenes,” when the spin quantum en-tity interacts (in a non-local way) with the apparatus andmanifests its presence by means of a specific (upward ordownward) spot on the screen, appears to be beyond ourtoday (and perhaps also our tomorrow) experimental abil-ities/possibilities.However, this doesn’t mean we have to renounce to form acoherent picture of what’s going on during the spin mea-surement, for instance by finding a meaningful analogythat could reveal us what could be the nature of the “gam-ing apparatus” in use. This is precisely what Aerts didwhen he invented his numerous quantum-machines, whichare (idealized) macroscopic ordinary objects able to repro-duce, among other things, the puzzling non-Kolmogorovianquantum probabilities 2.
2.2. The spin quantum-machine (SQM)
Let us now describe the spin quantum-machine (SQM) andsee how its functioning can simulate a spin-1/2 quantummeasurement. The machine is very simple: it is consti-tuted by a single point particle localized inside the shell
2 Quantum probabilities are non-Komogorovian in thesense that they do not obey the basic axioms of classicalprobability theory, named after Andrey Kolmogorov [39].In particular, they violate the so-called additivity axiom,as a consequence of the fact that in quantum mechanicsone adds probability amplitudes, rather than the proba-bilities themselves.

of a three-dimensional (Euclidean) empty sphere of unitradius, the possible states of which correspond to the dif-ferent places it can occupy on its internal surface.Let us assume that the point particle, in a given moment,is located in the position specified by the unit vector v̂ .We introduce a specific class of experiments eû, that canbe performed on it, which are so defined. To carry outexperiment eû, the following procedure has to be executed:a uniform sticky elastic band is stripped between the twoopposite points û and −û, therefore passing through thecentre of the sphere [Fig. 1, picture (1)]. Once the stickyelastic band is placed, one lets the point particle “fall”from its original location (specified by v̂ ) orthogonally ontothe elastic, and stick to it, in a given point [Fig. 1, picture(2)].Then, one waits until the elastic breaks, at some un-predictable point (the rubber used to make the band issuch that, once stretched, after a short time inevitably itbreaks), and therefore the particle, which is attached toone of the two pieces of it, will be pulled to one of theopposite end points, û or −û, thus producing the outcomeof the experiment, i.e., the final position-state of the par-ticle, acquired as a result of the eû-measurement [Fig. 1,pictures (3) and (4)].

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the spin quantum ma-
chine experiment, in the plane of the 3-dimensional sphere
where it takes place. (1) The elastic band is stretched and
fixed at the two diametrically opposite end points û and
−û, then (2) the particle “falls” from its original place v̂ onto
the elastic band, taking the shortest path, then sticks to it,
thus defining the two lenghts L+ and L−. (3) Finally, the
elastic breaks, thus contracts, carrying with it the particle,
which (4) is then pulled to one of the opposite points (here
û), defining its new state.
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Of course, the experimenter cannot know in advance inwhich point the elastic will break, as this depends ona number of fluctuating factors which are totally beyondher/his possibility of control. However, s/he knows thatthe elastic is uniform and therefore can reasonably as-sume that the probability that it will break in a givensegment is proportional to the length of that segment, andunder this ‘natural’ hypothesis, s/he can easily calculatethe probabilities associated to the two mutually exclusiveoutcomes.Indeed, the probability that the particle ends up in point
±û is given by the length L± of the piece of elastic be-tween the particle and the end-point, divided by the to-tal length of the elastic (which is twice the unit radius).Therefore, if γ is the angle between v̂ and û, we obtainthat the probability for outcome ±û is given by:

P(v̂ → ±û) = 12 (1± cos γ) = {cos2 γ2sin2 γ2 , (10)
which exactly corresponds to the previously calculatedquantum probabilities (8) and (9), for measuring the spin
Sû of a spin-1/2 quantum entity prepared in state |+〉v̂ .So, the spin quantum machine, which is only made of (ide-alized) classical entities, is perfectly able to replicate thebehavior of a spin-1/2 entity, i.e., of a pure quantum entity,and produce the same probability calculus.
2.3. Discussion
The SQM model reveals a number of important featuresof quantum systems that we are now going to discuss, butbefore doing that, let us point out an important differencebetween a spin-1/2 quantum entity and the point particleof the SQM.When we want to determine the spin state of a quan-tum entity, all we can do is to perform measurements, forinstance by means of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus whosemagnetic field gradient is oriented along a given direction
û. In the same way, in the SQM, one disposes of exper-iments eû, which are the equivalent of the Stern-Gerlachmeasurements.But in the SQM one also has the possibility of looking inthe machine and directly “see” the state position of thepoint particle, as one can usually do, in principle, withwhatever classical corpuscle. This possibility, of directlylooking in the machine and discover, at any time, what’shappening, is precisely what confers the SQM its strongexplicative power, i.e., the possibility of fully visualizingthe measurement process, as it evolves.However, such an “insight” should not be considered as apossibility to be used in practical terms, as an alternative

to experiments eû, to determine the position-states of thepoint particle. As is the case with a spin-1/2 quantumentity, we must here do as if the only experiments at ourdisposal to “find out” what are the locations of the pointparticle on the sphere, are the eû ones, and no others.Having said that, let us now observe what we can learnfrom the analogy offered by the SQM.
Observer effect. A quantum measurement, in general,changes the state of the entity which is measured. Thisappears in very clear terms in the SQM: prior to the
eû-experiment the point particle is in a position-state v̂ ,whereas at the end of it its state is either û or −û. Thismeans that a quantum measurement cannot be consideredas a process of mere discovery of properties that are al-ready possessed by the system prior to the experiment, butas a process of creation of those same properties that aremeasured. To quote Pascual Jordan [16]: “Observationsnot only disturb what has to be measured, they produce it[...]. We compel [the electron] to assume a definite position[...]. We ourselves produce the results of measurements.”In other terms, the state (1) cannot be interpreted as adescription of the experimenter’s lack of knowledge aboutwhether the spin is “up” or “down” with respect to the
ẑ direction, as these “up” and “down” outcomes are lit-erally created during the interaction of the entity withthe experimental apparatus, and weren’t existing prior toit. Of course, all this is already manifest in the quan-tum formalism, as is clear that states, represented by raysof the Hilbert space, are typically changed by a mea-surement into other states, which are eigen-rays of theoperator corresponding to the measurement. However, inthe SQM we can explicitly observe that it is the invasive-
ness and unpredictability of the interaction between theentity and the measuring apparatus that is responsible forthe creation of a condition that wasn’t actual before theexperiment.
Non-commutativity. The non-commutativity of certainquantum observables (in the present case of Sx̂ , Sŷ and
Sẑ) appears to be a direct consequence of the invasivecharacter of quantum measurements. Indeed, if what ismeasured is not discovered but created by the measure-ment, then the order with which one performs two sub-sequent measurements is going to deeply affect the finaloutcome, in the same way as putting on a sock, then ashoe, is not the same as putting on a shoe and then asock.In the SQM, non-commutativity is evidenced by the factthat, if one performs an experiment eû (the equivalent inthe machine model of a measurement of spin component
Sû), followed by an experiment eŵ , the particle’s final po-sition will be either ŵ or −ŵ , whereas if one performs first
eŵ and then eû, the final position will be either û or −û.
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Therefore, if û 6= ŵ , these final states will necessarily bedifferent, showing that the two experiments are incompat-ible, as their order of execution is relevant and cannot becommuted.
Hidden measurements. The nature of the interaction be-tween the point particle and the elastic in the SQM modelreveals a possible fascinating feature of quantum measure-ments. Imagine for a moment that, instead of a uniformlybreakable elastic band, one uses a band that can onlybreak in a specific predetermined point x (the sphere’sorigin corresponding to x = 0). Given the initial position-state v̂ of the point particle, it is clearly possible in thiscase to predict in advance if the outcome will be û or −û.Indeed, if point x = 1 corresponds to position û on thesphere, and x = −1 to position −û, then for x < cos γ theoutcome will certainly be û, and −û for x > cos γ.An elastic band that breaks in a single predeterminedpoint also constitutes an invasive experiment, altering thestate of the point-particle, but it does so in a perfectlypredictable way (excluding of course the special case x =cos γ). Let us call eû,x such a deterministic experiment.If we envisage an experiment whose procedure consistsin choosing randomly one of the eû,x , x ∈ [−1, 1], thenexecuting it (which means that x is considered to be auniformly distributed random variable), then, again, wecan only predict the outcomes in probabilistic terms, andthe probabilities will be exactly given by (8) and 9.This means that in the experiment eû (i.e., in the uniformlybreaking elastic band) a collection of deterministic (poten-tial) experiments eû,x are in fact “hidden,” and the way inwhich one of these hidden deterministic experiments is se-lected during the measurement process is totally beyondthe knowledge and possibility of control of the experi-menter, as it depends on the presence of fluctuations inthe experimental context.This situation has been called hidden measurements, byanalogy with so-called hidden variables theories, wherethe lack of knowledge is hypothesized being in relationto the state of the system. Now, in general terms, onecan show that if a theory describes a situation where thelack of knowledge is about the state of the physical entity,then it is necessarily a classical statistical theory, obeyingKolmogorov’s axioms. On the other hand, if a theory de-scribes a situation where the lack of knowledge is aboutthe measurement to be actually performed, and such ameasurement affects the state of the physical entity, thenit is a non-classical statistical theory, violating classicalKolmogorov’s axioms, as quantum theory does [8, 15].In other terms, what the spin quantum-machine stronglysuggests, is that the fundamental difference between clas-sical and quantum probabilities lies in the fact that theformer describes a situation of lack of knowledge about the

state of the system, whereas the latter describes a situa-tions where there is knowledge of the state of the entity,but lack of knowledge about the interaction between themeasurement apparatus and the entity.
Intermediate systems. The spin quantum-machine is infact a much richer model than what we have shown sofar. Indeed, it is very easy to modify its functioning toobtain probabilistic models that generalize the classicaland quantum ones. To do this, Aerts considered a gener-alized class of experiments, employing elastics of a morecomplex structure. Let us call them eû(ε), where ε is areal parameter comprised between 0 and 1 (this modifiedspin quantum-machine model is then called ε-model [10]).An eû(ε)-measurement has the same protocol of a eû-measurement, but this time the elastic band used is notanymore uniformly breakable, but breakable only in a seg-ment of length 2ε around its center, and unbreakable inits lower and upper segments, as depicted in Fig. 2 (wedescribe here a simplified version of the model, which waspresented in [7]).

Figure 2. A schematic representation of a eû(ε)-measurement, using
an elastic band that can only break in its central segment
of length 2ε, whereas it is unbreakable in its lower and
upper segments of length 12 − ε.

Therefore, an eû(1)-experiment is a measurement usinga fully uniformly breaking elastic band [eû(1) = eû] andcorresponds to the pure quantum situation where thereis maximum lack of knowledge about the point where theelastic is going to break. This is the situation describedby the SQM, that we have previously analyzed, whoseprobabilities are given by (8) and (9). On the other hand,an eû(0)-experiment is a measurement using an elastic
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band that breaks exactly in its middle, with certainty[eû(0) = eû,0] and corresponds to a purely classical (deter-ministic) situation with minimum lack of knowledge aboutthe point where the elastic is going to break.But what about a general eû(ε)-experiment, with 0 < ε <1, i.e., an experiment using an elastic band which can only(uniformly) break around its center, in a segment of length2ε? The associated probabilities are easy to calculate,and one has to distinguish the following three cases:(1) If the particle, when it “falls” orthogonally onto theelastic, lands on its upper unbreakable segment (v̂ · û =cos γ ≥ ε), then:
Pε(v̂ → ±û) = {10, (11)

(2) If the particle, when it “falls” orthogonally onto theelastic, lands on its central uniformly breakable segmentof length 2ε, (−ε < cos γ < ε), then:
Pε(v̂ → ±û) = 12ε (ε ± cos γ). (12)

(3) If the particle, when it “falls” orthogonally onto theelastic, lands on its lower unbreakable segment (cos γ ≤
−ε), then:

Pε(v̂ → ±û) = {01. (13)
To what kind of situation do the above probabilities corre-spond? Do they correspond to a classical or to a quantumprobability model? In fact, to none of them: they don’tfit into a classical Kolmogorovian probability model, butneither into a non-Kolmogorovian probability model of thequantum kind, as they truly correspond to new intermedi-ate models, describing more general structures, of whichthe classical and quantum ones are limit cases [8, 9, 17].What is interesting here to emphasize, in the generalanalysis of the SQM model and of its ε-model gener-alization, is that our knowledge about the behavior of thephysical entity is clouded by the presence of fluctuations,whose dynamics is beyond our control power. In the am-bit of the ε-model the amplitude of these fluctuations canbe quantified by the real parameter ε ∈ [0, 1]. When
ε = 1, the fluctuations which are responsible for the dis-persion in the results of the measurement are maximal, asis maximal our lack of knowledge about the experimen-tal outcome. This corresponds to the limit case of a purequantum system. However, when ε decreases, but is notzero, we are in a situation of intermediate knowledge: forcertain preparations of the physical system we can predictwith certainty the outcome, whereas for others we are still

in a situation where they can only be predicted in strictprobabilistic terms.Then, when ε reaches its lower value zero, we can saythat the fluctuations in the measuring apparatus are in asense smaller than the scale of the physical entity, andtherefore cannot affect it in terms of outcomes (the differentpossible experiments that are randomly selected are notdistinguishable in terms of their outcomes), so that againwe are in a situation of maximal knowledge, typical ofclassical determinism.The above scheme describes a possible approach to thesolution of the longstanding problem of finding a meaning-ful quantum-to-classical limit [18, 19], as it provides thepossibility of a continuous (non-singular) transition fromthese two limit situations.A last remark is due. Usually it is believed that macro-scopic entities, like the ordinary entities with which weinteract daily, cannot exhibit quantum (or intermediate,quantum-like) behaviors. As the SQM model clearlydemonstrates, such a belief is unfounded. Of course, forthe reader it may be difficult to accept that a point parti-cle on a sphere can also be considered a quantum entity.However, one should not forget that its quantum characteris revealed when we perform on it certain experiments, andnot others. We must not forget that the eû experimentsare, in the SQM model, the only experiments that we areallowed, by definition, to execute.We are not allowed to “see” the point particle by othermeans, and this is the reason why, considering this re-striction, the point particle can behave as a quantum en-tity. As Aerts and Durt emphasize [18]: “This is indeedexactly the situation that we encounter when we makeinvestigations about quantum entities in the micro-world.We cannot ‘see’ or ‘touch’ these entities, and have onlyknowledge about them by means of the experiments thatwe can carry out on them.”
3. A classical macroscopic entity vi-
olating Bell’s inequality

3.1. Bell’s inequality

Before describing (our alternative version, based on elas-tics, of) Aerts’ connected vessels of water model [13,14, 23], let us briefly recall what Bell’s inequality is allabout [25, 26]. Bell was able to translate into a mathemat-ical inequality certain general assumptions about physicalsystems, so that if these equalities are found to be exper-imentally violated, then at least one of the assumptionsthat are used to derive them must be wrong. We shall not
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prove here Bell’s inequality, but simply recall its expres-sion.Assume that, on a given physical entity, four different ex-periments can be performed. Let us call them eAa , eAa′ , eBband eBb′ . Let us also call oAa , oAa′ , oBb and oBb′ the associatedoutcomes, which are assumed can only take the values +1or −1 (if the experiments are described by self-adjoint op-erators, as it is the case in quantum mechanics, then theoutcomes correspond to their eigenvalues).A further hypothesis is that experiments eAa and eAa′ canalso be performed together with either of experiments eBband eBb′ , thus defining the additional coincidence experi-ments eABab , eABab′ , eABa′b and eABa′b′ . To each coincidence exper-iment eABcd , c ∈ {a, a′}, d ∈ {b, b′}, one can associate theexpectation value EAB
cd of the product of outcomes oAcoBd ,by:

EAB
cd = ∑

PABcd (oAc , oBd )oAcoBd= +PABcd (+1,+1) + PABcd (−1,−1)
−PABcd (+1,−1)− PABcd (−1,+1), (14)

where PABcd (oAc , oBd ) is the probability that the coincidenceexperiment eABcd yields the outcomes (oAc , oAd).Then, under the assumption that the outcomes are inde-pendently determined by some hidden variables, so thatthe expectation (14) can be written as the integral of theproduct of the two outcomes over these hidden variables(an assumption often referred to as Bell locality), it ispossible to prove the following (Bell) inequality [25, 26]:
|EAB

ab − EAB
ab′ |+ |EAB

a′b′ + EAB
a′b| ≤ 2. (15)

Bell derived this inequality having in mind the physicalsystem originally introduced by Bohm [24], of two entan-gled spin-1/2 quantum entities in a singlet (zero) spin
state, which is an entangled (non product) state:

|ψS〉 = 1√2 (|+〉Aû ⊗ |−〉Bû − |−〉Aû ⊗ |+〉Bû) , (16)
where |±〉Aû and |±〉Bû describe “up” and “down” eigen-states of the spin operator Sû = ~S · û, along the û-direction, in two separated (and arbitrarily distant) re-gions of space A and B, respectively.On this singlet spin state, a certain number of spin mea-surements can be performed, using for instance two ad-justable Stern-Gerlach filters, and the associated screendetectors, placed in regions A and B, as schematicallydepicted in Fig. 3.In this ambit, one can conceive the following four experi-ments: eAa ≡ 2

~Sâ ⊗ I, eAa′ ≡ 2
~Sâ′ ⊗ I, eBb ≡ I ⊗ 2

~Sb̂ and

Figure 3. A schematic representation of an experiment measuring
the spin of two spin-1/2 entities in a singlet spin state, in
two separated regions of space, A and B. The spin fil-
ters, which can be independently oriented along different
directions, can detect “up” and “down” spin components,
by letting for instance pass the “up” spin components and
stopping the “down” spin components.

eBb′ ≡ I⊗ 2
~Sb̂′ , where â, â′, b̂ and b̂′ are unit vectors de-scribing the orientations of the Stern-Gerlach filters (or-thogonal to the direction of flight of the pair of quantumentities forming the singlet state), I is the identity oper-ator, ⊗ is the tensor product, and the symbol ≡ is to beinterpreted as “the experiment on the left hand side cor-responds to the measuring of the observable on the righthand side.”These experiments (that can take values +1 or −1) canbe combined to define the coincidence experiments:

eABcd ≡
4
~2Sĉ ⊗ Sd̂, (17)

where ĉ ∈ {â, â′}, d̂ ∈ {b̂, b̂′}.Now, considering the quantum mechanical expectationvalue EAB
cd = 〈ψS | 4

~2Sĉ⊗Sd̂|ψS〉, and using the propertiesof the spin operators (see any good book of quantum me-chanics), one can show that EAB
cd = −ĉ · d̂. Therefore, ifone takes â, â′, b̂ and b̂′ to be coplanar and choose theangles between â and b̂, b̂ and â′, and between â′ and b̂′to be equal to π/4, one obtains:

|EAB
ab − EAB

ab′ |+ |EAB
a′b′ + EAB

a′b| =∣∣∣∣∣−
√22 +(−√22

)∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣−
√22 −

√22
∣∣∣∣∣ = 2√2, (18)

which is clearly a violation of (15).This result shows that no physical theory which is localin the sense specified by Bell, can agree with all the sta-tistical implications of quantum mechanics. Bell localityhypothesis can be understood as an assumption about the
experimental separation of the two (here spin) entitiesemerging from the source and which, after an arbitrarylong time of flight, are detectable in two regions A and Bthat are spatially separated by an arbitrarily large dis-tance.
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In accordance with Einstein’s view, the assumption of manyphysicists was that a spatial separation would also implyan experimental separation, so that the expectations werethat the microphysical reality would obey Bell’s inequal-ity. But these expectations were disregarded, as we to-day all know, by the historical experiments with entangledpairs of Aspect et al. [27, 28] (who considered the equiv-alent situation of photons’ polarization measurements, in-stead of spin measurements), and the many others thatsince then followed, who confirmed the reality of the vio-lation (18), and therefore the correctness of the quantumformalism describing entangled states.In other terms, we have to renounce to local realism “à laBell” in the description of the microworld. But, how canwe understand then the origin of the violation of Bell’sinequality and, can they be violated only by microscopicquantum entities? As we shall see in the next section,Bell’s inequality is easily violated also by macroscopic‘classical’ entities, provided we experiment on them in avery specific way. This will offer us the opportunity to seewhat exactly happens when a definite value of a prop-erty of the system in region A is acquired by virtue of ameasurement carried out in region B, and vice versa.
3.2. An elastic band violating Bell’s inequality

Let us now describe a macroscopic entity that can maxi-mally violate Bell’s inequality (15). As we have mentionedin the Introduction, Aerts considered a system made ofvessels of water connected by tubes and siphons [13, 14,23]. Here we shall present a much simpler system, whichcan play the same role as the connected vessels: a singleuniform elastic band.3We assume that the uniform elastic band has been madewith a red rubber and that when unstreched, its length is
L. Two scientists are placed at the two ends of it (let uscall them A and B, respectively), and can perform certainexperiments. Scientist A can perform on the left end ofthe elastic band two experiments, eAa and eAa′ , which aredefined as follow.Experiment eAa consists in grabbing the end of the elasticband and pulling it with force, then measuring the lengthof the unstreched elastic band that has been collected inthis way: if it is greater than L/2, the outcome oAa = +1,otherwise oAa = −1. Experiment eAa′ is much simpler as itconsists in simply looking at the elastic band and checkingwhether its color is red. If it is so, then the outcome
3 A very similar elastic band-system has also been uti-lized by Sven Aerts to obtain a realistic simulation of aso-called non-local PR box without communication. [29]

oAa′ = +1, otherwise oAa′ = −1. Scientist B can performthe same experiments as scientist A, but on the right endof the uniform elastic band. In other terms, eBb is definedas eBa and eBb′ as eBa′ (see the schematic representation ofFig. 4).

Figure 4. A schematic representation of the experiments that sci-
entists A and B can perform on the two distant ends of
the elastic band entity, simultaneously or not, using their
hands and eyes.

Of course, since the elastic band is made with a red rubberand its length is L, all of the four above mentioned experi-ments, when performed individually, can only produce theoutcome +1 (as is clear that when only one experimenteris pulling the elastic, the whole of it will come in her/hishands). The same remains obviously true when the co-incidence experiments eABab′ , eABa′b and eABa′b′ are performedat the same time by the two scientists, whose outcomesare always (+1,+1) (we observe that when the elastic ispulled by one of the experimenters, the other one still hasthe possibility to locally check its color, as is clear thatthe light coming from the elastic is always available to bedetected at her/his location).The situation changes however when one considers thecoincidence experiment eABab , which creates correlations.Indeed, if the two scientists grab and pull the elastic bandat the same time, it will break in some unpredictable point,so that if one scientist collects a fragment of length greaterthan L/2, the other one will necessarily collect a fragmentof length lower than L/2. Thus, the only possible out-comes of the coincidence experiment eABab are (+1,−1) and(−1,+1), and of course they have the same probability tooccur, which is equal to 1/2.According to (14), we therefore obtain that EAB
ab′ = EAB

a′b =
EAB
a′b′ = 1, and EAB

ab = −1, so that:
|EAB

ab − EAB
ab′ |+ |EAB

a′b′ + EAB
a′b| =

|−1− (+1)|+ |+1 + (+1)| = 4. (19)
In other terms, not only the elastic band can be used tobreak Bell’s inequality, but it can do it much more thanthe typical example of two coupled spin-1/2 entities in asinglet state.
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3.3. Discussion

What’s immediately evident in the elastic band model isthe fact that the entity playing the role of the quantum sin-glet state – the uniform elastic band – is a single genuinewhole entity, and not two entities, and certainly cannot beunderstood as the sum of two separated interacting parts,each one described by its own specific state.
Indeed, the elastic band is present not only in the two re-gions A and B, where the two scientists are located (closeto its ends), but also in between these two regions: it pos-sesses what has been called the property of macroscopic
wholeness [13, 31], i.e., the property of hanging together
through space, which means it cannot be localized in dif-ferent macroscopically separated spatial regions withoutalso being localized somewhere in the region ‘in between’them.
This wholeness aspect was already pointed out bySchroedinger [30], when he emphasized that entangledstates like (16) are associated to a notion of non-
separability, in the sense that two quantum entities canfind each other in a state such that only the propertiesof the pair appear to be defined, whereas the individualproperties of each one of the two entities that have formedthe pair remain totally undefined 4.
4 In fact, and quite surprisingly, it is not the notion of non-
separability that creates difficulty in quantum mechanics,but rather the notion of separability. In this regard, it isworth mentioning that the experimental violation of Bell’sinequality didn’t provide a solution of the EPR paradox
per se. Such a solution only became possible in the eight-ies, following Aerts’ deep analysis of the EPR situation,which he presented in his Doctoral Thesis and then furtherdeveloped in a number of publications. In these works, hepointed out a very subtle and crucial point: that standardquantum mechanics is in fact unable, structurally speak-ing, to describe systems made of separated entities [14](the concept of separation is here to be understood in theexperimental sense, i.e., in the sense that performing ex-periments on one of the entities doesn’t affect the state ofthe others, and vice versa). As stressed by Aerts, this is afundamental (and usually misunderstood) point, as EPR,in their (ex-absurdum) reasoning, precisely assumed, onthe contrary, that quantum mechanics was perfectly ableto describe the situation of two entities that become sep-arated (in the experimental sense) as they fly apart inspace. But this premise was proven by Aerts’ analysis tobe false. So, although EPR conclusion about the incom-pleteness of quantum mechanics was correct, it wasn’t forthe reasons advocated in their 1935 paper. If quantummechanics is incomplete, it is because it fails to correctlydescribe experimentally separated physical entities [14].

Clearly, the notion of non-separability introduced bySchroedinger becomes fully explicit and viewable with theelastic band example. Indeed, one can certainly conferwell defined properties to the two distant ends of the un-broken elastic band, like their spatial distance, but on theother hand we cannot attribute to each of these distantends, considered “separately,” well-defined properties, asthey don’t possess any independent reality outside of thereality of the whole band.But when the coincidence experiment eABab is executed,something very special happens: two entities are createdand correlations that weren’t present before the experi-ment are in this way actualized. This creation of cor-relations, that can violate Bell’s locality hypothesis (andtherefore Bell’s inequality), cannot be described in termsof local hidden variables, associated to the individualstates of the (only potentially existing) separated frag-ments of the elastic band, as the correlations are producedby the measurement process itself, which in the presentcase is a hidden measurement process.As we observed for the SQM model, a hidden measurementprocess is a process characterized by two ingredients: (1)an aspect of creation of new properties and (2) an as-pect of indeterminism, i.e., the fact that the outcome ofsuch a creation process cannot be predicted in advance.Therefore, a natural question arises: is it the creationof correlations that were inexistent before the experimentthat is responsible for the violation of Bell’s inequality, oris it the indeterminism that is inherent in this process, oris it both?This question was deeply analyzed in [23], using a muchmore complex macroscopic model than the elastic bandmodel presented here, able to violate Bell’s inequality notin a maximal way, but exactly in the same way a quan-tum singlet state does [31]. By varying in the model twoparameters, quantifying respectively the degree of cor-relation and of indeterminism present in the system, theauthors were able to show that the crucial ingredient inthe violation of Bell’s inequality is not the indeterminism,but the correlation, i.e., that it is the non-local aspect ex-pressed by the correlation that is the true source of theviolation, and that the presence of indeterminism can infact decrease the value Bell’s inequality takes.Without engaging in the rather involved analysis of themore complex situation presented in [23], let us howevershow, in our simpler elastic band model, how Bell’s in-equality can be violated even when all source of indeter-minism in the experiments has been eliminated.To do this, we simply have to replace the hidden measure-ment promoted by the uniform elastic band, by a “pure”(non-hidden) measurement promoted by a (red) elasticband that can only break (if the elastic is stretched with
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sufficient force) in a predetermined point, located, say, atdistance L/3 from its left end.Then, the outcomes of the coincidence experiments eABab′ ,
eABa′b and eABa′b′ will be again (+1,+1), as it was the casefor the uniform elastic band (scientists cannot break theelastic if they pull it only from one end). On the otherhand, concerning experiment eABab , the only difference isthat now we can predict in advance what will be the out-come, meaning that the correlation is created in a per-fectly deterministic way, always producing the outcome(−1,+1).Hence, as for the uniform elastic band, we find that EAB

ab′ =
EAB
a′b = EAB

a′b′ = 1, and EAB
ab = −1, so that (19) holdsand Bell’s inequality is again maximally violated. Thisshows that it is the creation of correlations which is reallyresponsible for the violation, and not its deterministic orindeterministic character.Correlations that were not present before the experiment,but are created by and during it, are called correlations

of the second kind [13]. This to distinguish them fromso-called correlations of the first kind, which are alreadypresent before the experiment is executed, and are there-fore not created but only discovered by it.Let us observe that although in the elastic experiment thecorrelation (of the second kind) is created instantly, inthe precise moment when elastic breaks, the informationrelative to the correlation cannot travel faster than thespeed of contraction of the elastic. In other terms, theelastic can’t be used to produce superluminal signalingand Einstein locality is obviously preserved. 5
Let us also observe that, as explained in [13], one cannotuse correlations of the first kind to violate Bell’s inequal-ity. Let us show this explicitly in our model by replacingthe whole elastic entity by an already broken elastic en-
5 This of course could also be considered as a weaknessof the elastic-model, as is clear that it cannot simulate aninstantaneous co-creation of information by the two ex-perimenters, as it appears to happen instead in Aspect’sexperiments with entangled photons. But being the con-nection between entangled microscopic entities of a non-spatial nature (see the discussion in the last section of thispaper), the times and ways through which the co-createdinformation reaches the two experimenters needs not belimited by relativistic constraints, as is the case insteadfor macroscopic entities like an elastic band. Also, let usnot forget that the most interesting aspect of the model isnot its ability to perfectly simulate a specific microscopicquantum system, but to show that simple physical systemsexist which are able to create correlations without com-munication, thus violating Bell’s inequality (see also thediscussion in [29]).

tity, where the left fragment is, say, of length L/3 and theright fragment of length 2L/3 (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5. A schematic representation of the experiments that scien-
tists A and B can perform on the two distant ends of an
already broken elastic band entity, simultaneously or not,
using their hands and eyes.

Clearly, the respective lengths of the two elastic fragmentsare correlated, as is clear that their sum must be equalto the total length L of the (previously) unbroken elasticband. However, this correlation is now of the first kind, asit is already present in the system before the experimentsare carried out.Also in this case, the outcomes of all the experiments arepredetermined, as it was the case for the (unbroken) elas-tic band only breakable in one point, and we have that theoutcomes of eABa′b and eABa′b′ are (+1,+1), and the outcomeof eABab is (−1,+1). On the other hand, this time experi-ment eABab′ has outcome (−1,+1), so that EAB
a′b = EAB

a′b′ = 1,and EAB
ab = EAB

ab′ = −1, yielding:
|EAB

ab − EAB
ab′ |+ |EAB

a′b′ + EAB
a′b| =

|−1− (−1)|+ |+1 + (+1)| = 2, (20)
in plain accordance with Bell’s inequality (15).We can therefore conclude with Aerts that [13]: “The viola-tion of Bell inequalities is not a property of micro-entities.Bell inequalities can equally well be violated by coinci-dence experiments on classical microscopic entity. In factBell inequalities can always be violated if during the coin-cidence experiments one breaks one entity into separatedpieces, and by this act creates the correlations.”We call attention to the fact that, because of its connect-edness, a whole elastic band is the expression of a numberof relations between its different parts. Each point of theelastic is indeed representative of a specific relation be-tween the two non-separated parts of the elastic whichare on the left and right sides of the point (the relationbeing expressed by the fact that the sum of the unstrechedlengths of these two parts has to be L).Hence, one may be tempted to conclude that the viola-tion of Bell’s inequality is in fact the result of correla-tions of the first kind, between non-separated parts, andnot of correlations of the second kind, between separated
fragments. This however would be a wrong conclusion,
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as only correlations between separated fragments are ob-served during the experiments, and these correlations areliterally created by them. Indeed, the non-separated partsof an unbroken elastic band only correspond to potential
separated fragments, and therefore to potential correla-
tions, when considered in relation to the outcomes of theexperiments. 6This remark is important in order to understand that en-tangled states, like singlet states, are the expression of a(hidden) connected structure of relations out of which cor-relations between outcomes are created, not discovered.This is so because the properties which are observed dur-ing the coincidence experiments do not exist prior to them,but are actualized by them, in the same way as separatedfragments do not exist until the whole elastic is broken.This mechanism of creation of correlations is already man-ifest in the quantum formalism, as is clear that the singletstate is a state of zero spin, which is rotational invariant,so that there is nothing special about the direction û wehave chosen to represent the state in terms of “up” and“down” components: if one chooses another arbitrary di-rection, say ŵ , then by a direct algebraic calculation onecan show that (16) can be equivalently written as:

|ψS〉 ∝
1√2 (|+〉Aŵ ⊗ |−〉Bŵ − |−〉Aŵ ⊗ |+〉Bŵ) , (21)

This means that the correlation between the outcomes ofthe left (region A) and right (region B) spin-measurementsdoesn’t depend on the global orientation chosen for thetwo spin filters (only their relative orientation is impor-tant), and this also means that |ψS〉 doesn’t describe thestate of two-entities having already actualized their spin,although the way it is mathematically written may wronglysuggest so.
4. Concluding remarks
Let us briefly summarize the main results we have pre-sented in this paper. To understand what could possibly
6 To make this point even clearer, consider holding a die.All its six faces exist, but only when the die is rolled an
upper face is created by the “rolling experiment.” If westick together two dice, we obtain a connected structure,exhibiting specific relations between the different faces ofthe double-die. All these relations exist, but it is onlywhen the double-die is rolled that a specific couple ofcorrelated upper faces is created, a process which there-fore has to be understood as a correlation of the secondkind.

happen “behind the scenes,” during a quantum measure-ment, we have reviewed two of Aerts’ macroscopic models:the SQM (and its ε-model generalization) [10, 11], andan elastic band model inspired by a previous connectedvessels of water model [13, 14, 23].Thanks to the SQM model, and the analogies it provides,we have explained the emergence of quantum probabili-ties in terms of hidden, invasive measurements, which areselected in a way that cannot be controlled and thereforepredicted by the experimenter.This of course doesn’t mean that we now understand ev-erything about quantum measurements, which surely re-tain part of their mystery. Indeed, the SQM model justtells us in what direction one should search, but not whatexactly to find: we have to search not for hidden vari-ables associated to the state of the entity, as it has beenhistorically done, but for hidden variables associated tothe measurement process, i.e., for the “pure” (possibly de-terministic) measurement interactions which are selectedthrough a (symmetry breaking) mechanism that cannot becontrolled (and therefore be known) by the experimenter.Regarding the hidden-measurement approach, some read-ers may be tempted to believe that, because of the well-known Gleason’s theorem [20] and Kochen-Specker’s im-possibility proof [21], it would be unfeasible to constructmodels like the SQM, for Hilbert spaces of dimensiongreater than 2. This is however not the case, as No-Gotheorems for hidden variables only apply to models withhidden variables referring to the state of the system, andnot to models where the hidden variables refer instead tothe measurement process (see the discussion in [22] andthe references cited therein).In other terms, although one could consider, in light ofthe above results, that the SQM model would not per
se be sufficient to possibly explain the origin of quantumprobabilities, one should bear in mind that its built-inhidden-measurement mechanism can be easily general-ized to describe the probability model of quantum systemsof arbitrary dimension, as it was done by Aerts in [8]. Adiscussion of these more general situations would howevergo beyond the scope of the present paper, and we refer theinterested readers to [6–9, 22], and the references therein.Let us now comment on the second part of the presentpaper: the violation of Bell’s inequalities. Thanks to theelastic band model, we can easily affirm that much of thestrangeness associated to these phenomena, which dis-turbed so much Einstein, Schroedinger, Bell and manyothers, is gone. Indeed, it is possible to explain quan-tum correlations, the “spooky actions at a distance,” asEinstein used to call them, as processes during which awhole entity is broken into parts, in a deterministic orindeterministic way.
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Again, this doesn’t mean we now understand everythingabout the quantum correlations produced by entangledstates. Indeed, as we explained, for a macroscopic entityto be able to violate Bell’s inequality, the conditio sine
qua non is that it possesses the property of macroscopic
wholeness: it has to be present in the spatially separatedregions A and B, where the coincidence experiments areperformed, but it has also to be present in the regionbetween them.But quantum microscopic entities do not possess thismacroscopic wholeness property, and this certainly con-stitutes that part of the mystery that remains intact whenconsidering the violation of Bell’s inequality at the mi-croscopic level, in EPR-like experiments. Indeed, con-sidering a singlet state formed from a pair of electronsthat have flown apart, and have reached the distant re-gions A and B, respectively, we know that one electroncan be detected with probability close to one in region A,and same for the other electron in region B, but that theprobability of detecting them in between is almost zero.So, it seems that at the microscopic level, spatially sepa-rated entities can nevertheless remain interconnected, notthrough space, but in some other, yet to be explained, way.Of course, the difficulty many physicists experience intruly understanding this possibility lies once more in thedifficulty one might have in visualizing a concrete modelthat would render it manifest. This however is not un-feasible. A possibility has been proposed in [33], wherea generalization of the concept of macroscopic wholenesswas proposed, called process-macroscopic wholeness, ex-pressing the idea that two entities can remain connectednot only through space, in a static way, but also through
time, in a more dynamic way.These kind of explanations force us to abandon an oldpreconception, which may be the one truly hindering ourunderstanding of the microworld: that microscopic entitiesshould always be present in our three-dimensional spaceand that, more generally, reality should only exist withinspace. On the contrary, it seems reasonable to hypothe-size that microscopic entities are non-spatial entities, andthat, quoting Aerts, space would only be [6] “[...] a momen-taneous crystallization of a theatre for reality where themotions and interactions of the macroscopic material andenergetic entities take place. But other entities - likequantum entities for example - ‘take place’ outside space,or - and this would be another way of saying the samething - within a space that is not the three dimensionalEuclidean space.”Clearly, we cannot enter here in the analysis of these im-portant ideas (for more details, see for instance [6, 10, 13,33–35] and the references cited therein), as this wouldbring us too far away from the primary motivation of this

paper, which was only to conceptually review two of Aerts’historical machine-models, in order to promote a deeperunderstanding of the physical content “hidden” within theabstract quantum formalism. It is worth emphasizing thatthe truly interesting aspect about these models is not theirability to realistically describe physical entities as such,but to capture, by means of powerful analogies, the pos-sible logic at the basis of their functioning, when theyinteract with the different experimental contexts.Also, these machine-models force us to abandon too sim-plistic distinctions about classical and quantum entities.Indeed, the quantum behavior of a physical entity appearsto also depend on how we choose to actively experiment-ing on it, according to specific protocols. And this is thereason why also macroscopic ordinary entities can be-have in a quantum-like fashion. This remark has somerelevance also in relation to possible loopholes in exper-iments testing Bell’s inequality, where by loophole wemean here a more or less consciously used assumptionwhich would undermine the validity of an experiment (seefor instance [38], pages 600-605).The analysis here presented highlights one of these possi-ble loophole: the (wrong) assumption that Bell’s inequal-ity could only be violated by microscopic systems and thatthe violation would be an indication of the presence ofonly microscopic quantum properties. On the contrary, weknow that, quoting once more Aerts, [23] “Bell inequalitiescan be genuinely violated in situations that do not per-tain to the microworld. Of course, this does not decreasethe peculiarity of the quantum mechanical violation in theEPRB experiment. What it does, is shed light on the pos-sible underlying mechanisms and provide evidence thatthe phenomenon is much more general than has been as-sumed.”In other words, also the detecting apparatus, in a typicalcoincidence experiment, when considered as an intercon-nected macroscopic whole entity, is in principle able toproduce correlations of the second kind, which could be inprinciple at the origin of the observed violation of Bell’sinequality. This possibility is sometimes called the “lo-cality loophole.” [38] To close this loophole, one has todesign the coincidence experiments in such a way to besure that only the correlations originating from the entan-gled microscopic entity are at the origin of the violationof Bell’s inequality.For this, one has to exploit the fact that, because ofthe non-spatial nature of microscopic entities, the ef-fects resulting from the creation of correlations by en-tangled states “travel” virtually instantaneously (certainlythousands of times faster than the light speed [40], al-though this cannot be used to produce superluminal sig-naling [41]), whereas possible effects due to correlations
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resulting from the interconnectedness of the detectors cer-tainly cannot be communicated at speeds greater than thespeed of light.This was done by Aspect, in his famous polarization ex-periments with entangled photons (see [27, 28] and thereferences therein), where the choice of orientations ofthe polarizers were changed randomly in very short times,during the flight of the two entangled photons, in orderto dramatically enforce relativistic separation. Thanks tothese experiments, it was possible to conclude, quotingAspect, [28] “[...] that an entangled EPR photon pair isa non-separable object; that is, it is impossible to as-sign individual local properties (local physical reality) toeach photon. In some sense, both photons keep in contactthrough space and time.”To conclude, we point out that many other machine mod-els have been invented in addition to those mentioned inthis article, and we can only invite the reader to take cog-nizance of them, to get advantage of the numerous insightsthey are able to promote. Let us mention Aerts’ modeldescribing subsystems connected by rigid rods, which canviolate Bell’s inequalities in a non-maximal way, as mi-croscopic quantum entities can do [23, 32], also revealingpossible unexpected interpretations of mixed states in thestandard quantum formalism [31]. And let us also mentiona recent model that has been presented by this author,called the δ-quantum machine, which is able to replicatethe scattering probabilities of a one-dimensional quantumscattering process by a Dirac delta-function potential [33].But Aerts, in his attempt to truly understand quantummechanics, has not only invented mechanistic models. Inmore recent years he has also devoted a considerable ef-fort in using the quantum mechanical formalism to model,with great success, human conceptual situations as theyappear in cognition, decision theory and economics. Thisled him to ask a deep and thought provoking question [36]:“If quantum mechanics as a formalism models human con-cepts so well, perhaps this indicates that quantum parti-cles themselves are conceptual entities?”This question was the starting point of a new interpre-tation of quantum mechanics, which is probably today’smost advanced explanatory framework to understand thispuzzling theory. According to Aerts, quantum entitieswould [36] “[...] interact with ordinary matter, nuclei, atoms,molecules, macroscopic material entities, measuring appa-ratus, ..., in a similar way to how human concepts interactwith memory structures, human minds or artificial mem-ories.” Therefore, quoting again Aerts [36]: “if provencorrect, this new quantum interpretation would providean explanation according to which ‘quantum particles’ be-have like something we are all very familiar with, and havedirect experience with, namely concepts.”

We will certainly not comment any further this subtle ex-planatory framework and its effectiveness in truly explain-ing phenomena such as entanglement and non-locality,which are traditionally considered (in the spirit of Feyn-man’s quote cited in the Introduction) as “not understood,”and leave to the reader the intellectual pleasure to di-rectly discover them in Aerts’ recently published arti-cles [36, 37]. Let us just observe that it is rather remark-able that what is probably the best available model tounderstand the mysteries of the quantum level of our re-ality has always been at hand, hidden in the very structureof our cognitive processes.
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